A simple image correction method for high-throughput microscopy
To the Editor: Advances in high-throughput fluorescence microscopy (HTFM) and image informatics have allowed single-cell phenotypic variability to be characterized and related to putative biological functions. However, estimates of singlecell variability may be skewed by inaccurate image correction. Furthermore, methods used in the HTFM literature do not generally take advantage of shared image properties, instead correcting each image independently. Here, we revisit the basic mathematical framework underlying image correction to show how the true distributions of commonly measured single-cell features are altered in uncorrected images. We also report an observation that allows the use of a simple method for accurate image correction in HTFM.
The intensity of a pixel, I, can be modeled by I = S(F + B), where S represents shading due to uneven illumination, F is the biologically relevant foreground fluorescence and B is the background fluorescence [1] [2] [3] (Supplementary Note). Image correction is a data preprocessing step whose goal is to obtain F. (Subsequent normalization can address systematic experimental errors, such as row or column biases in microtiter plates 4, 5 .)
To investigate how the apparent cellular variability (for example, s.d. or coefficient of variation) is affected when S or B is not removed from images, we analyzed such effects for the distributions of commonly used single-cell features: average, 
